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JALOPY



SYNTHESIS: After reading Ch.7, watch the clip from Matilda. What 
details, lens, and universal ideas are shared between the texts? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pks7q2qyM-s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pks7q2qyM-s


Matilda’s father can best be described as: 

A. A used car salesman with a dream

B. A used car salesman focused on self-profit

C. A pessimist who warns against naivety 

D. An educated man trying to help his children be 
successful. 
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Dahl’s primary purpose is to:

A.Explore how to survive in a dog-eat-dog world

B.Reveal how selfishness is caustic and toxic

C.Reinforce the idea that all people are corrupt

D.Reflect upon family relationships
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How does the Matilda clip reinforce the message in Ch. 7 
of The Grapes of Wrath?

A.All people are greedy. 

B.Only the most highly educated people can succeed 
in difficult times. 

C.It is morally questionable to swindle vulnerable 
people. 

D.The American Dream is attainable. 
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Synthesis – Outcome C
●What? Juxtapose two texts (or more) to evaluate a 

single idea

●How? Compare and contrast elements in both to 
determine how both texts handle a singular topic.

●Why? To analyze universal themes and further 
emphasize overarching ideas/concepts as well as 
analyze writers’ style/craft/choices (elements)



Synthesis Paragraph
● For the writing portion of Outcome C, Benchmark 1, you 

will determine a shared theme across two or more texts and 
analyze how that theme is conveyed. 

● PROMPT: After reading the selected sources, create a well-
developed paragraph that explores the idea of _______. How 
does each speaker convey this idea?  The paragraph should 
reference at least two of the texts and analyze what universal 
theme they generate regarding _______. 



ESSENTIALLY…
●Write a paragraph comparing the two 

texts. Cite evidence from each. Explain 
how those texts convey a universal 
theme. Be sure to follow MLA format 
and use formal language, effective 
transitions, blended-lead ins, etc.



OC/B1 Writing Practice 
Matilda & Ch.7 of Grapes of Wrath

After reading the selected sources, create a well-
developed paragraph that explores the idea of 
selfishness or greed. How does each speaker 
convey this idea?  The paragraph should reference 
at least two of the texts and analyze what universal 
theme they generate regarding the subject. 



Synthesis Paragraph Outline
● Thesis (Claim) – include text types/authors/titles, what authors use/part of text, and theme 

(message to all coming from observation about topic)

● Context for Source 1 – background info; brief summary; who/what/where/when/why before quote

● Evidence 1 – use blended lead-in and MLA citation

● Analysis of Evidence 1 – Connect to observation and theme in thesis; elaborate

● Transition + Context for Source 2 – see above

● Evidence 2 – see above

● Analysis of Evidence 2 – see above

● Concluding Statement – connect both sources to theme and theme to today’s world
Remember to use formal language.

- Present tense

- 3rd person

- No contractions

- No repetition

- Be specific



Write a thesis statement that synthesizes Matilda and 
the used car salesmen in 
The Grapes of Wrath



● THESIS EXAMPLE: The greedy father in Roald Dahl’s film Matilda
and the manipulative, self-serving car salesmen in John Steinbeck’s
novel The Grapes of Wrath demonstrate an individual’s selfishness is a 
toxic drain on society.


